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A CHARACTERIZATION OF UNIFORM PARACOMPACTNESS

J. FRIED AND Z. FROLIK

Abstract. Main result: a uniform space X is uniformly paracompact [R] iff for

some (and then any) compactification K of X and for any compact C C K \ X closed

disjoint sets X X C and the diagonal A x (= {(x, x)\ x G A"}) can be separated by a

uniformly continuous function on the semiuniform product X * K.

H. Tamaño gave [T] the following interesting result. For a Tx-completely regular

space A the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) A is paracompact,

(b) A X ßX is normal, i.e. disjoint closed sets can be separated by a continuous

function,

(c) for each compact C C ßX\ X the two closed sets X X C and the diagonal

A^- = {(x, x)\x G A} can be separated by a continuous function on A" X ßX.

There are several ways to generalize this result to uniform spaces. Separation of

closed sets in the usual (i.e. categorical) product by various types of functions has

been considered by Z. Frolik in [F2]; in this case (b) is always equivalent to (c). The

same author studied separation of closed sets by coz-functions if the product is

interpreted as the semiuniform product * (in the sense of Isbell [lx, III, p. 44]), (b)

and (c) are not equivalent in this situation, indeed, they give characterizations of two

distinct classes of uniform spaces [F3].

Here we study the case when the product is * and separating functions are

uniformly continuous. Since the properties studied do not depend on the compactifi-

cation we use (by a compactification of a uniform space we mean a compactification

of the underlying topological space), the Samuel compactification is just one of

compactifications. Definition of * and properties we need are recalled in §1.

If not stated otherwise, by a space we mean uniform r2-space. Following M. D.

Rice [R], a space A is called uniformly paracompact if every open cover of A has a

uniformly locally finite open refinement. Again, we recall the necessary facts in §1,

more detailed information can be found in [H 1 ].

The reader is referred to Isbell's book [I,] for definitions and basic facts

concerning uniform spaces.

We can now formulate our results.

Theorem 1. A space X is uniformly paracompact if and only if for some, and then

any, compactification K of X the following holds:
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for each compact C G K\X there exists a uniformly continuous function f on X * K

such that f is 1 on A ̂  and f is 0 on XX C.

Theorem 2. A space X is fine and paracompact if and only if for some, and then any,

compactification K of X the following holds:

for each pair F0, F, of closed disjoint sets on XX K there exists a uniformly

continuous function f on X * K such that f is 0 on F0, and f is 1 on Fx.

Corollary. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) A is supercomplete,

(2) for some, and then any, compactification K of X the following holds:

for each compact C G K\X there exists a uniformly continuous function f on

XX * Ksuch that f is 1 on àxandfis 0 on X X C,

(3) for some, and then any, compactification K of X the following holds:

for each pair of closed disjoint sets F0, F] in X X K there exists a uniformly

continuous function f on XX * K such that f is 1 on F, and f is 0 on F0.

1. Definitions and facts. Following Isbell, we denote the semiuniform product of

spaces A and Y by A" * Y. The underlying set of A * Y coincides with the underlying

set of A X Y. The uniformity of X * Y is the weak uniformity induced on A X Y by

all semiuniform mappings onto, mapping / on A X Y being semiuniform if {/(-, y ) \

y G Y} is an equiuniformly continuous family on A and each f(x,-) is uniformly

continuous on Y. It is clear that A * Y is homeomorphic to A X y and that all

semiuniform mappings on A X y are uniformly continuous on A * y

We recall a few facts.

Fact 1 [Ij, III 23]. Every uniform covering of X * Y has a refinement of the form

where ({/„} and {Vß}ßeB are uniform coverings of A and Y, respectively.

Fact 2 [Ij, VII 29]. If A is fine and Y is compact, then A * Y is fine.

Fact 3. If A has a point-finite basis, then for any Y, every covering of the form (s)

is uniform on A * Y. Proof of this statement is almost the same as the proof of the

fact that the first Ginsburg-Isbell derivative of A is a uniformity [I1( VII 5].

Fact 4 [H,]. A space Xis uniformly paracompact if and only if for some, and then

any, compactification K of A and for any compact C G K\X there exists a uniform

cover {Va} of A" such that for each Va, Vf n C = 0.

We shall also need the easy observation mentioned by A. Hohti [H x}.

Fact 5. A uniformly paracompact space has a point-finite basis. We give the proof

for the reader's convenience.

Suppose that % is a uniform covering of a uniformly paracompact space A. Take

an open uniform covering CY, 'Y-K GK. °V has an open refinement 6 locally finite

relative to {St(W, <¥) | W G <¥}, <¥ being a uniform covering oîX,Gï&< % Hence

(St(6\ %) | G G §} is the desired uniform refinement of %.
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2. Proofs of theorems.

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that K is a compactification of A, let A X C and

A x he separated by a uniformly continuous function for any compact C G K X X.

Separating the function provides us a covering % — {Ua X Vß) (of the form (s))

such that Sl(Ap%)niXC=0. Suppose that c G ÜaK D C for some a. Then

there exists ß such that Vß is a neighborhood of c. Thus Vß n Ua ^ 0 and Ua X Vßa

meets both sets A x and XX C which is impossible. Hence, Ua n C = 0 for each a.

According to Fact 4, A is uniformly paracompact.

Let A be uniformly paracompact, K be a compactification of A, C G K\Xbe a

compact set. Then there exists a uniform covering T= {Fa} such that VaK d c = 0

for each a. We may and shall assume that T is point-finite. Obviously, it is enough to

construct a uniform cover <¥ of A * K such that Sl(ix,f)niXC= 0. Since

Vf D c — 0, we can choose a binary open cover {£/,', tJa2} of K such that Fa C {/„'

and Fa n Ua2 = 0. Put

%={FaXi/;|FaGT,/'=l,2}.

Proof of Theorem 2. A * Ä" is fine and paracompact, provided A is fine and

paracompact. So "only if is obvious.

Suppose that disjoint closed sets can be separated. Then A is paracompact. Let

{Ua} be an open cover of A and let {Va} be its closed locally finite refinement. For

each a, take one an such that Va G \Ja¡. Then [Uaa] < {£/,}. Then A^ and T

= U {Va X K — Uüa} are closed disjoint sets. Existence of separating functions

provides us a cover of the form (s), <¥ = {Us X Vy), such that St(A x, %) n T = 0.

Let z G USD Va. Suppose U8 çt Ua¡, i.e. there exists x G Us\Uaa. Take Ff such that

x G Vf. Hence Us X Vf n A^ =£ 0 ¥- Us X Vys n 7 which is impossible.

We recall that A is supercomplete if its hyperspace 77(A) of closed subsets (see

[I,]) is complete, which is equivalent [12] to X X, is fine and paracompact.

Proof of Corollary. We know that (1) -» (3) -» (2). (2) says that XX is

uniformly paracompact, hence X(XX) = X A is fine (X of a uniformly paracompact

space is fine [R]) and paracompact.

The equivalence of (1) and (3) has been proved by A. Hohti [H2] by a different

technique. In fact, he uses separation in X(X X K), but X(X X K) = XX * K.

Concluding Remark. We recall that A G X is a cozero set in X if there exists a

uniformly continuous function / on X such that A — (x\f(x) ¥= 0). A real-valued

function is called coz-function if the preimage of every open set is a cozero set.

Denote by »iA the metric-fine coreflection of X (see [F,] for the description of mX).

In [F3] it is proved that for compact K,

mX*K=m(X*K).

Since coz-functions on X coincide with uniformly continuous functions on mX, the

application of our results to «jA" yields the following parts of two theorems from [F3].
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Theorem 1'. The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) mX is uniformly paracompact,

(ii) for some (and then any) compactification K of X and for any compact

C G K\Xthere exists a coz-function g on X * Ksuch that g\hx = 1 a«dg|A X C = 0.

Theorem 2'. The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) mX is fine and paracompact,

(ii) for some (and then any) compactification K of X and for each pair F0, Fx of

closed disjoint sets there exists a coz-function on X * K such that g\F0 — 0 and g\Fx = 1.
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